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ABSTRACT 
The authors determine the number of (n + m) x t matrices A * of rank r + u, over 
a finite field W(q), whose last m rows are those of a given matrix A of rank r+ t‘ 
over GF(q) and whose first n rows have a given rank u. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a paper several years ago, Brawley and Carlitz [l] proved that given 
an arbitrary m X t matrix A of rank r over the finite field GF(q), then the 
number c$(r, n, t, r + v) of (n + m) X t matrices A * of rank r + v over GF(q) 
whose last m rows are the rows of A is given by 
v-1 
+(r,n,t,r+v)=[ 12 z~]q~(~-~) n (qt-qr+i), 
i=O 
(1.1) 
where [ 12 o ] denotes the q-binomial coefficient defined for nonnegative 
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integers n and v by 
b O]=l; 
b v]=o, v>n; 
b 
(4, 
v I= (9),(q),-, ’ O<v<n, (1.2) 
and (9)” isdefinedby (q)O=l, (9)0=(1-9)~~~(1-9”) for allintegersv>O. 
In this note, by use of similar techniques, we determine the number 
cp(r, n, t,u, r+ v) of such matrices A* whose first n rows have rank u, 
0 < u < n. This number is related to the problem of evaluating a complicated 
exponential sum for matrices over finite fields that the second author 
encountered while investigating an enumeration problem for certain matrix 
equations over finite fields. 
2. RECURRENCE FORMULA AND INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR @ 
Let r,n,t,u,u be integers such that r>O, n>O, t>O, v>O and O<u< 
n, t, r + u, and let +(r, n, t, u, r + v) denote the number of (n + m) X t matrices 
A * of rank T + v over GF( 9) whose last m rows are the rows of a given m X t 
matrix A of rank r and whose first n rows constitute a matrix of rank u. 
Following the method of Landsberg [2], the set of all such A* may be 
partitioned into four disjoint subsets according to whether the deletion of the 
first row of an A* yields a matrix A, of (1) rank r + v with its first n - 1 rows 
having (a) rank u, or (b) rank u-l, or (2) rank r+v-1 with its first n-l 
rows having (a) rank u, or (b) rank u - 1. 
We first note that the subset of all A* satisfying conditions (2)(a) is 
empty. For, if the deletion of the first row of A* reduces the rank, then this 
row must be independent of all the other rows of A* and in particular of the 
next n - 1 rows, so that the first n - 1 rows of A, must have rank u - 1. 
The number of matrices A, satisfying conditions (l)(a) is $(r, n - 1, t, u, T 
+ u). For each such A,, the first row of any associated A* must be a linear 
combination of a set of r+ v independent rows of A, as well as a linear 
combination of a set of u independent rows from among the first n - 1 rows 
of A,. Since u < r+ v, the r+ v independent rows of A, can always be 
chosen to include the u independent rows from among the first n - 1 rows, 
so that the first row of A* can be chosen in 9” ways. Thus, the number of 
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A* associated with matrices A, satisfying these conditions is just q“+( r, n - 
1,t,u,r+ u). 
The number of matrices A 1 satisfying conditions (l)(b) is +( T, n - 1, t, u - 
1, r+ u). For each such A,, the first row of any associated A* must be a 
linear combination of a set of r+ G independent rows of A,, but not of any 
set of u - 1 independent rows from among the first n - 1 rows of A,. Again, 
the r + v independent rows of A, can be chosen to include u - 1 independent 
rows from among the first n - 1 rows, so that the first row of A* can be 
chosen in qr+D-qu-l ways. Thus, the number of A* associated with 
matrices A, satisfying these conditions is (q I+‘- q”-l)+(r, n - 1, t, u - 1, T + 
vh 
By analogous arguments, it follows that the number of A* associated with 
matrices A, satisfying conditions (2)(b) is (qt- qr+“-l)+(r,n-l,t,u- l,r+ v 
- 1). 
Adding together the numbers of A * in these three disjoint sets leads to 
the recurrence formula 
$(r,n,t,u,r+v)=qU$(r,n-l,t,u,r+v) 
+ w- qr+o-l )$(r,n-l,t,u-l,r+u-1). (2.1) 
Furthermore, +( r, n, t, u, T + v) must satisfy the initial conditions 
$(r,n,t,u,r+v)=O if v>u, (2.2) 
u-l (q”_q’)(qLq’) 
~(r,n,t,u,r)=g(n,r,u)= II qu-qi ) 
j-0 
(2.3) 
where g(n,r, u) is the number of n X r matrices of rank u over GF(q). The 
formula (2.3) is due to Landsberg [2]. The first of these initial conditions is 
obvious, as is the second one for u > r. For 0 < u < r, the condition (2.3) 
follows from noting that +(r, n, t, u, r) is the number of n x t matrices B of 
rank u whose rows are dependent on r independent rows of an m X t matrix 
of rank r and so on the r independent rows of an r X t matrix C of rank r. If P 
is any n X r matrix and PC = B, then the rows of B are linear combinations of 
the rows of C and rankI? = rank P, so that the number of such B of rank u is 
just the number g(n,r,u) of P of rank U. 
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3. DERIVATION OF THE FORMULA FOR q5 
It can be easily shown that + as given by (3.1) below satisfies the 
recurrence formula (2.1) as well as both of the initial conditions (2.2) and 
(2.3). Therefore, we have proved the 
THEOREM. Let A be an arbitrary m x t matrix of rank T over the finite 
field GF(q), and n,u,v be any integers with 0 < v < u < n. Then the number 
+(r, n, t,u, r + v) of (n + m) x t matrices of rank r f v over GF(9) whose last 
m rows are the rows of A and whose first n rows have rank u is given by 
(91, 
u-o-l u-l 
+(r,n,t,u,r+v)= TI (9r-9”) II (9t-9’+b)T 
(9),-,(9),-U(9)” a=0 h-0 
where (9)k is defined by (9)o=1 and (9)k=(l-9).*.(1-9k) for integers 
k >O. 
A formal derivation of (3.1) from (2.1), without explicit consideration of 
questions of convergence of the series involved, is given below. Using the 
p-adic valuation, where 9 is a power of the prime p, these series are indeed 
convergent for X, y and z sufficiently “small” in the p-adic topology. 
Alternatively, one may think of the series as formal power series. Put 
and 
+n(~, y)= C (P(r,n,t,wr+u)xUy", 
O<U<U<?l 
Note that +a(~, y) = 1. Using (2.1) we get, for n > 0, 
~~(~~Y)=~~-1(9~,Y)+9r3c~~-l(~79Y)-~~,-l(9x~Y) 
+9fxY9,-1(x~Y)-9rxY~~-_1(x,9Y). 
This in turn gives 
cp(x,y,z)=l+x~(qx,y,z)+9’xz~(x,9y,~)-~~~(9x,Y,~) 
+ Qf3cy”44x, $4 - Q’~Y~~(~~Y9J)~ 




We now iterate this relation. At the first iteration we get 
+ (l-9f&-9f+1xyz) {(1-r)(l-9r)~(92~,y,~) 
+P+ 9)9W- x)(1- Y)449X~9YJ) 
The final result is 
where (zu)~ = 1 and (zu)~ = (1 - w)( 1 - 9~). a . (1 - 9 k-10) for all integers 
k>O, and 3 
[ 1 denotes the q-binomial coefficient defined for nonnegative 
integers k and j by 
k 
[ 1 = 1. 0 ’ 
[ 1 k =() i ’ i> k; 
k _ (9)k 
[ 1 i - (9)i(9)k_i ’ OCi G k. 
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Hence 
This gives 
$&,Y)= jz<.[ $][ ‘~k]qi”-i-k”+ir~“-kY”-i-k (‘)k( Y)j 
= iz<,i i: k][ ‘: k]q(“-i-k)r+j5i”-ky”-j-k 




x(-l) 4” n+b La(a-l)+ib(b-l)+ct+(j+b)rxn-k n-i-k-a Y ' 
In the extreme right member take j+a=e, b+c=f, n=k+e+f, SO 
that 
(4, 




[ 1 ; qCf-b)t+I" 
= k+e?f-n (q) it(q) 
e-1 f-1 
’ 
e+fyf fl (qr-q”) TJI (qf-qr+b). 
k e f a=0 b=O 
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Finally, taking e + f = u, f = u and equating coefficients of x “y ” here and in 
the definition of +n(x, y), we get (3.1). 
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